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Also know your defense clearly.

You have to come up with secrets, which have never appeared before!

“Pull out all our secret weapons or the most powerful weapons! All of them cooperate with each other!
Keep the enemy at a distance of 500 meters! We must not let them over!”

Xiao Liejun gave the order.

“Your group! Be sure to scan the creatures in all directions to figure out their structure! Find out their
shortcomings!”

Xiao Liejun said to the other technicians in the command room.

Immediately, one by one flying machines the size of flies flew out.

Scan Leviathan in all directions at close range!

Various other instruments have also begun to scan.
Strive to scan the Leviathan as quickly as possible to find out the shortcomings.

front.

After the new weapons of the defensive position were taken out, they began to attack the front.

These weapons are really effective.

Although it was not enough to cause a big blow to Leviathan, they blocked their way firmly.

Even the protective shields were knocked off one by one.

Even the scales on Leviathan’s body were damaged.

Everyone was relieved to see the effect.

Next, rely on these scientific geniuses to analyze Leviathan and find out the shortcomings.

The two sides can be in a stalemate.

Xiao Liejun ordered other places to follow this method.

Keep the Leviathans out before the big troops come!

But every area is a bloody battle, with countless casualties…

Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan are still in a state of no leader.

There is no real commander.

Ye Qingtian and Ye Zhantian are fine, but they belong to the ancient Garrison Clan after all.

How could a “regular army” like Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan listen to them?

So everyone basically acted separately.

The ancient Garrison Clan and many arena forces form a team.

Tiance Mansion and Baolong are a group.

The Kunlun Academy followed Tiance Mansion.

At the beginning everyone set off together.

But in the end they were separated because of the lack of organizers.

The spies in the Lab of the Gods are trying their best to persuade everyone to unite and gather together
for the greatest power.

It’s absolutely impossible to separate.

But in fact, their purpose is to report everyone’s traces to the Gods Laboratory at all times.

If separated.

They can’t know the traces of other teams!

They can only be in the ranks of Kunlun College.

They can’t be in other teams.

The great gods and ancestors of Tiance Mansion have a tough attitude: “You ancient Garrison Clan and
other ancient forces must listen to us! Otherwise, don’t come with us!”

The violent tempers of Ye Qingtian, Ye Zhantian and others also came up.

“Go to the side! Do you deserve it too? Without you, we can still do it!”

“We are more giant creatures than one who kills?”

Both sides are completely on the bar.

finally.

